Green Party: ‘Bring the troops home now’

Republican and Democratic lawmakers funded the wars in Iraq & Afghanistan; before that Vietnam, Korea.

Ask any Green. She or he will tell you - bring the troops home now! We are unanimous. It’s in our party platform.

Greens believe that for every dollar spent, more good paying green jobs can be created than if we spent a dollar on war.

Approximately 60% of the discretionary budget in the United States every year is devoted to the military. We spend as much as the rest of the world combined. We have military bases in more than 100 countries in the world. How much should we spend to defend ourselves?

Today, we are facing massive cuts to services in our communities. Tens of thousands of teachers and other school employees have been pink-slipped. Greens say that we should spend our money on education and developing alternative energy - not wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Join us by registering as a Green Party voter. Together, we can build a Green future, independent of corporate war interests.
GREEN PARTY OF CALIFORNIA CALLS FOR BRADLEY MANNING RELEASE, HUMANE TREATMENT

SAN FRANCISCO - The Green Party of California this week said it supports actions - including pickets at her office and home - to pressure U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein to investigate human rights violations against accused WikiLeaks whistleblower Bradley Manning, who is charged with leaking information about U.S. war crimes and failed foreign policy in Iraq and Afghanistan. “Sen. Feinstein, and the ruling Democratic Party in the U.S. Senate have a duty to protect Bradley Manning’s rights, and all of our rights. We would urge Sen. Feinstein to investigate his treatment, and work for his immediate release pending trial,” said Hank Chapot, GPCA archivist and co-founder. “We deplore the treatment of PFC Bradley Manning. He has a right to a speedy trial and humane treatment. But he is being punished without trial, and being treated like detainees in Guantanamo, with little or no outside contact, according to his legal counsel. This is not acceptable,” said Cres Vellucci, a Vietnam veteran and GPCA press secretary.

GREEN PARTY OF CALIFORNIA SUPPORTS DISMANTLING ALL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

SACRAMENTO – The Green Party of California Monday expressed its "deepest sympathies" with the people of Japan after last week's earthquake and tsunami disaster, and the possible nuclear catastrophe that may engulf Japan and parts of the rest of the world – including California. “The Japanese became the only people to suffer from an attack on cities using atomic bombs. It is indeed horrifying that this island nation again be the victim of humankind's shortsightedness,” said Laura Wells, the 2010 Green Party candidate for governor in California. "The idea that nuclear fission reactions could be used to produce power for peaceful purposes has been shown to be wishful thinking, because there is nothing peaceful about a power source that is unsafe for people and the environment,” added Wells, who said the Green Party’s platform calls for all nuclear plants to be dismantled.

GREEN PARTY OF CALIFORNIA SUPPORTS PUBLIC WORKER PROTESTS IN WISCONSIN

SACRAMENTO - In response to the Wisconsin protests - and sympathetic actions in California and other states by public employees this week to preserve their rights to collective bargaining - the Green Party of California affirmed its support for unionized public workers across California and nation. The Green Party said it urges more protests against corporate-influenced attacks to reduce benefits and even eliminate collective bargaining - as suggested in recent legislation introduced in the California State Legislature, and threatened by anti-union forces by way of a California state initiative to end public union collective bargaining rights and other benefits.

EXPRESS YOUR INDEPENDENCE. REGISTER GREEN. Go to www.cagreens.org